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Rough Magik 
The jagged stone circle stood out against the sky when the lightning lit up the night, and a cold rain lashed by a bitter wind chilled 
to the bone all who were present. The two cults surveyed each other through the tempest and cursed under their collective breath. 
Now it was a race, a dangerous race…which god would arrive to the party first?

Cost: 1 Favour, spent by one cult
Set Up: One large Monolith (CD-sized template or smaller) is placed in the 
centre of  the board. Beginning the cult which paid the Favour, Cults then al-
ternately place three smaller Obelisks (1” or smaller) no further than 8” from 
the Monolith but at least 8” from each other. Additional scenery should then be 
placed to the mutual satisfaction of  the players.
The cult who paid the Favour chooses a board edge and sets up in base-to –base. 
The other player then sets up in base-to-base with the opposite edge.
Special Rules: Both the large central Monolith and the lesser Obelisks may 
be utilized to generate points toward the summoning of  some hideous, stone 
loving entity from beyond space…and no doubt time as well! Any model (with 
the exception of  Beasts and Ghosts) may spend two Actions worshipping an 
Obelisk to generate 1 Magik Point. Obelisks may only be worshiped by a single 
model per Turn. The Monolith can be worshipped by multiple models simulta-
neously, with each four Actions spent generating D3 Magik Points. 
Sliding Scale of  Doom: On the side of  the sheet you will notice a sliding scale. 
A marker is placed on the centre skull at the beginning of  the game. Each time 
a Magik Point is generated, the marker will slide one space in the direction of  
the player who generated the Magik Point. Once the marker reaches 4 on either 
side, a nebulous deity has been summoned by that player’s worshippers! Choose  
either one Obelisks or the Monolith: all models in base-to-base (friendly and en-
emy) suffer a D+3, AP2 wound as some grotesque tentacle reaches down from 
the sky to grope about mindlessly. 
Regardless of  whether the Monolith was selected, a shockwave will emanate 
from it (after wounds are taken, if  the Monolith was selected), blowing all mod-
els in base-to-base with it back D6” and rendering them Face Up.
Starting the Game: Both players roll 1D6: highest scoring goes first.
Ending the Game: The game continues until only one cult remains on the 
table. 
Dark Rewards: The winning cult gains a -2 bonus in the Favour Phase of  this 
game. Either cult gains an additional dice to roll for Favour for each time they 
were able to summon their god (reach 4 on the Sliding Scale of  Doom). A point 
of  Favour may be gained from each successful roll. Each sacrifice the player 
elects to make to will only apply to a single die.
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